
 

 
 
 

Lands’ End for When . . . We Gather 
The New Canvas Kitchen Collection 
 
It’s time to get #Together and cook up the perfect holiday meal. Of course, having the right tools 
makes it fun and festive. This holiday season, Lands’ End Home is launching a new collection of 
Canvas kitchen accessories that functions as fabulously as it looks. 
 
Lands’ End is legendary for its innovative use of canvas fabric. As a company rooted in a sailing 
tradition, Lands’ End has been creating durable, 100 percent cotton canvas products since its 
inception. Here are some ideas to deck the kitchen “halls” this holiday season with Lands’ End 
canvas – whether for your kitchen or someone else’s. 
 
• ‘Tis the time for holiday travel and the perfect hot dish. The new Canvas Hot Dish Carrier helps 

chefs safely and easily transport a hot dish to a holiday celebration. It is fully insulated to keep 
contents fresh from the oven. It can even be personalized with a monogram or name. Available 
in three colors, Natural/Rich Red, Natural/True Navy, Natural/Dark Spruce, $39.50. 
 

• Now, for the chef. The Canvas Kitchen Apron is surprisingly lightweight, but substantial enough 
to fend off spills and splatters. It features three front pockets for conveniently storing whatever 
the cook may need. Available in Regiment Navy and festive Rich Red and Bamboo Leaf, $19.50. 
Personalize it by adding the chef’s name for just $6. 
 

• New Canvas Oven Mitts and Pot Holders feature strong 
canvas fabric with contrast piping for a pop of color. Colors 
coordinate with the Canvas Kitchen Apron. The Oven Mitt 
($14.50) features a grommet hook for hanging while the Pot 
Holder ($9.50) has an open pocket that lets hands slide in-and-
out for easily handling hot pans. 

 
• Complete the canvas kitchen suite with the new 3-Pack 

Kitchen Towel Set. Each set includes cheerful patterns in 
stripes and solid colors that coordinate with the oven mitt, pot 
holders and aprons. Lands’ End lettering is subtly woven along 
the hem of the solid colors for unique appeal, $19.50 a set. 

 
• Set the table in classic Lands’ End style with new Canvas Placemats, Napkins, Napkin Rings and 

Table Runners. Each can be monogrammed for a complete look of laidback merriment. The 
Canvas Napkins ($24.50, set of four) are brushed for softness. The Canvas Napkin Rings 
($14.50, set of four) secure around a napkin with a Lands’ End anchor engraved snap. Both are 
available in Natural/Rich Red and Natural/True Navy. Look for a Classic Cherry Plaid along with 
Natural/Rich Red and Natural/True Navy in Canvas Placemats ($29.50 solid, $34.50 plaid for a 
set of four) and the Canvas Table Runner ($29.50 solid, $34.50 plaid). 
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For interviews or more information contact: Molly Hawkins, 1-608-935-6089 or molly.hawkins@landsend.com  
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